Using prior knowledge about object(s) is greatly beneficial for accurate image segmentation. In this paper, we present an image segmentation method that performs segmentation using a set of user provided object templates. For the object templates, we call the salient points in the object the characteristic points of the object. Based on the correspondence between the salient points of an arbitrary image and the characteristic points of the objects, object templates are mapped onto the image as bit masks. All templates for the same object are combined to generate the final object/background segmentation. Experiments show that this method can create good segmentations.
INTRODUCTION
Obtaining an accurate object/background segmentation is critical for many applications performing tasks such as target recognition, image understanding and image retrieval. Since purely data-driven segmentation algorithms often cannot generate satisfactory results, use of prior knowledge about object(s) can be beneficial in obtaining accurate object/background segmentation [1] .
In this paper, we present an object/background segmentation method that uses object templates to segment a new image. First we create object templates using training examples with human segmented object/background, and assign characteristic points to these templates using salient points extracted from these images on the object part. Salient points are then extracted from the image to be segmented. Based on the correspondence between the salient points of an arbitrary image and the characteristic points of the objects, object templates are mapped onto the image as bit masks. The final segmentation is the combined results of all mapped object templates for the same object.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide an overview of prior work related to Email: {huizhang, sg} @wustl.edu. The material is based upon work supported by NSF grant No. 0329241. We thank Robert Pless and Sharath Cholleti for many useful discussions. our method. In Section 3, we give a detailed description of our approach. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. We discuss future work and conclude the paper in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Many segmentation methods have been proposed to incorporate prior knowledge about object(s) into the segmentation process. Prior knowledge is described though modeling or by training, such as using an implicit shape model [2] , an active appearance model [3] or deformable templates [4] . To obtain prior knowledge, many methods learn global or local features in fixed configurations [5] , which requires a large number of training examples. Some methods learn the configurations of selected object parts [6, 7] . Mori et al. [8] combine segmentation and recognition to segment the human body. Yu and Shi [9] use object-specific patch-based templates to improve the Normalized Cuts framework. Torralba et al. [10] examine relationships between local object detectors and the global scene context. Yu et al. [11] and Ferrari et al. [12] also proposed methods to combine recognition and segmentation. Other knowledge-incorporated segmentation methods include the figure-ground segmentation using unsegmented training examples proposed by Borenstein and Ullman [13] , and the integrated framework proposed by Tu [ 14] , etc.
OUR APPROACH
We present a segmentation method that uses object templates to guide the segmentation. The objects templates are generated by a human using a small set of human segmented images of each object. The correspondence between the object in an image and the object templates is based on the similarity between their salient points.
Overview
The characteristic points (i.e. the salient points within the user provided object templates) are computed for each object template. Given an image I to segment, first the salient points are extracted from I. These salient points are then compared with the characteristic points of each object templates. Using the correspondence between the salient points and characteristic points, we map the object templates onto this image as bit masks using affine transformations. The final segmentation is 1-4244-0481-9/06/$20.00 C2006 IEEE created by combining all mapped object templates. The process is illustrated in Figure 1 , and each step is detailed in the following sub-sections.
Salient Points Extraction
In our experiments, we use a wavelet-based salient points extraction method inspired by Sebe et al. [ 15] . We use Daubechies-4 wavelet and study image I at j scales (j C N and j > 0).
Suppose Wj (p) denotes the wavelet coefficients at scale 2-i, and C(Wj (p)) denotes the sets of coefficients for point p at scale 2 +±1, i.e. C(Wj (P)) {Wj (k), 2n < k < 2n + 2r -1}, where r is the wavelet regularity and 0 < n < 2 3N, and N is the length of the signal. The most salient subset of Wj (p) is that with the highest wavelet coefficients at its next scale 2-j+1. Recursively, we find the salient points of the whole image with its saliency value as:
where 1 < j < 1og2 N. These salient points are sorted based on their saliency value, and the 100 most salient points are used in our experiments. Many other salient point extraction methods, such as SIFT [16] , can be use here to find salient points.
Object Templates
Object templates are created from a small number of training examples, each of which is an image with user-provided object/background segmentation. An object template is defined as:
{ 1 if i is on the object P(i) 0, otherwise where i is a pixel in the plane that image I is in, which could be in or out of image I. The characteristic points of an object template are extracted using the salient points extractor.
Salient Points Matching
Matching salient points is critical for finding the correspondence between the object in the image and the object templates.
Suppose we have images I1 and 12 with corresponding salient points sets SP1 and SP2. For each salient point Pk in SP1, we find its matching set mp(pk) = {pj P Pj C SP2 and dist(pk Pj) < T} for a select threshold T. The distance between two salient points is described as the Euclidean distance between the descriptors of these points. These 4 x 4 descriptors are similar to SIFT descriptors [16] 
Segmentation Using Object Templates
Our technique requires that an object in an image is the affine transformation of itself in another image. This assumption holds in most object /background segmentation tasks when images are not close-ups of a 3-dimensional object and the object is rigid. So, for a pixel p on a desired object in image I1, its corresponding pixel M(p) on 12 can be computed by an affine transformation M(p) = Ap + B. Six equations uniquely determine matrix A and vector B that define a linear combination of translation, rotation, scaling and/or shearing operations. A triangle and one of its matching triangles uniquely define an affine transformation. All pixels on the object in I1 should be on the object in 12 after this transformation.
To segment image I, we first extract its salient points PI. Any three non-collinear salient points can be connected to a triangle, and we use A_[ to denote all such triangles in PI.
Then for each salient point, we find its matching characteristic points for all object templates. For each salient point triangle t C A-[, we use MT1J (t) to denote all its matching triangles on object template k. An object template can be mapped as a bit mask onto I using the affine transformation determined by every t and its matching triangle t' on object template k that maps t' to t. Conversely, an affine transformation Mitt can be determined by t and t' that maps t to t', and then a pixel i in I can be mapped onto the object template k as Mt (i). Therefore, all object masks mapped onto I can be combined where i C I, N is the number of object templates and Pk is the object template k. An alternative method is first using RANSAC [18] to find the best match between the object in an image and each of its templates, and using the best matches to do affine transformation. In this case, MTIkl 1.
The final segmentation S of I is:
f1, if PI(.) > T SI(i) ={ 0, otherwise where 1 indicates the pixel i is on the object and 0 means on the background, T is a threshold.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To compare our segmentation method with other approaches, we applied it to the SIVAL image set [19] . SIVAL includes 25 different image categories with 60 images in each category. The categories consist of images containing a single object photographed against highly diverse backgrounds. The object may occur anywhere spatially in the image. The size of these images is 1024*768. Six images from each category are manually segmented and used as the object templates. Image segmentation using salient points-based object templates (only one object template is shown in this figure).
We compare our object/background segmentations with those generated by both a mean-shift based image segmentation method [20] and a hierarchical segmentation method [21] . Our method differs from these two methods in that they are general segmentation methods. Our method fails to segment some images (as discussed in Section 5), but for most of the other images, our method generates a segmentation result that is comparable to or significantly better than the segmentations from the other methods, after applying a post-processing step on their segmentations to optimally (i.e. by human) group the segments into object and background. A small number of comparisons are shown in Figure 2 . As compared to other shape matching based methods [2, 3, 4] , our method is more versatile since it can be used to segment objects that are rotated or scaled because of the descriptors used in matching. Also we do not need a large number of training images to create the templates.
Our method uses the object templates to improve the segmentation, which incorporates the prior knowledge about the object, so it works better than the other methods in which no domain knowledge is used. For instance, the other two segmentation methods often regard the transparent part of the Ajax Orange bottle as part of the background. Only our method can successfully identify it as part of the object. 5 . CONCLUSION We present an object/background segmentation method that uses object templates to improve segmentation quality. The objects templates and their characteristic points are generated beforehand. The correspondence between the object in an image and the object templates are based on the similarity between their salient points. Object templates are mapped onto the image as object masks, and the final segmentation is the combined results using all object masks. Experiments demonstrate that our method can generate better object /background segmentation than current segmentation methods that do not use prior knowledge.
Our current object template only uses location information to define whether a pixel is on an object. So images containing the exact same object must be used to create object templates, and these templates can only be used to find this object. We can extend our definition of an object template to a probabilistic model by using P(i, f(i)) to describe the object templates, where f (i) is the image features of pixel i, and assigning different weights to different templates, so that the templates can be used for more versatile object.
Our method has shortcomings. First, the correspondence between the object in the images and the object templates is based on salient points matching, so our method depends highly on the performance of shape matching. For those images that we cannot match using our current descriptors, our method will fail. Second, since the object masks are mapped from object templates using affine transformations, it adds shape constraints on the objects. The objects must be rigid, and the images cannot be the close-ups of 3-dimensional objects taken from different angles. Third, for images with complex background, a large number of salient points should be extracted so that enough salient points are on objects in the image. For objects with variable appearance, a large number of templates are required so that enough characteristic points can be provides for good segmentation. For future work, we plan to extend our method and try to overcome these shortcomings. 6 . REFERENCES original images, the second row: results using mean shift based segmentation, the third row: results using hierarchical segmentation, the fourth row: results using our method.
